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ABSTRACT  

Public morality has played a prominent role in evolving the fundamental rights jurisprudence 

in India. The edifice of any democratic government rests on the three pillars, i.e., the 

legislative, the executive and the judiciary. The term ‘morality’ has always been camouflaged 

in uncertainties. Considering the predicaments in the present era, the essence of morality has 

gone down the drain. As rightly expressed by Dr B.R. Ambedkar in one of his speeches, 

“Constitutional morality is not a natural sentiment. It has to be cultivated. We must realize 

that our people have yet to learn from it. Democracy in India is only a top-dressing on an 

Indian soil which is essentially undemocratic”. The vulnerability of constitutional morality 

has brought escalating demands from the general public at large and cold-blooded responses 

of the Governments to those demands. The encumbrance of constitutional morality lies 

equally in the hands of the government as well as the opposition. Constitutional morality can 

be explicated through a plethora of cases and how it has been enshrined by the judges. The 

author in this research article would like to elucidate the divergence of public morality and 

constitutional morality through recent judgments. Furthermore, the author would like to argue 

that giving a mere reading of public morality into the ground of compelling state legislature 

might bring to light that how it makes the Part III of the Indian Constitution susceptible to the 

personal interpretations of the judges or considerations of a politically motivated legislature.  
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INTRODUCTION  

The Supreme Court of India is recognized for its momentous landmark judgments and moves, 

being the apex court, it is considered to be the repository of judicial powers. The Constitution 

of India has laid down the authorities and perquisites of the institution from Article 124 to 

147. The vindications of the judiciaries vary they depend on the character of the institution 

within different types of legal systems and the scope of judicial powers within a given 
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system. Courts are still a forum for non-violent dispute resolution, but the prudential values 

of avoiding harm or non-compliance are not the only ones in play. The criticisms based on 

the facts and performances of any organ is unrealistic as the Indian constitution clearly 

defines their powers. A democratic community is one where the people are ultimately 

responsible for the laws by which their lives are governed. A plethora of constitutions allows 

or call for judges to be the final authority on what the law is.  

 

JUDICIAL REVIEW 

The concept of Judicial Review emerged in the case William Marbury vs James Madison,1 

wherein the U.S. Supreme Court was with a view to serving 'legitimacy of power' and 

'administrative efficiency'. Judicial Review is the power of the judiciary to review the 

process of executive and legislative actions.2 Judicial Review is explicitly provided under 

Article 13 of the Indian Constitution. It is implicitly provided under the writ jurisdiction of 

the Supreme Court and High Court as per Article 32 and 226 of the Indian Constitution. 

Furthermore, Judicial Review is also identified in the 'Doctrine of Limited Government'. It 

means that the government has the power to intervene in the lives and activities of the people, 

but it is limited by the Indian Constitution. 

In the case of KesavanandaBharati Vs Union of India,3 the Supreme Court had passed 

orders with regard to Judicial Review under Article 13 of the Constitution.Also, in 

Bhagalapur Blinding case, the Supreme Court had dealt with the judicial review under 

Article 32 of the Constitution. Judicial Review has emerged in the lines of common law 

doctrines such as the Doctrine of Proportionality, Doctrine of Reasonableness and Principles 

of Natural Justice. The Supreme Court of India and various High Courts have been given 

immense power to rule on the constitutionality of legislative as well as administrative actions. 

In plethora cases, the power of the judicial review is exercised to protect and enforce the 

fundamental rights whichare guaranteed in Part III of the Indian Constitution. It has helped in 

maintaining the supremacy of the constitution, the division of powers, the separation of 

powers and the rule of law. The discretion of the Courts of law has always been seen as a 

form of undemocratic judicial activism, or ‘crypto legislation’, a sufficient condition for what 

                                                           
15 U.S. 137 (1803 ) 
2  W.J. Waluchow "Judicial Review" Philosophical Compass 2 (2007). 
3(1973) 4 SCC 225 
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H.L.A Hart called the nightmare vision of constitutional law.4 Judicial Activism in India 

gives the power to only the Supreme Court and the High Court to declare a law to be 

unconstitutional and void if it said to infringe one or more provisions of the Indian 

Constitution. As per SP Sathe, the court which gives a new perspective based on the social 

and economic conditions is said to be an activist court. 

 

PUBLIC MORALITY VS CONSTITUTIONAL MORALITY  

Public morality and Constitutional morality are two essential concepts wherein our whole 

system is based upon. Public morality is an encyclopedic term that can be defined as popular 

sentiment that prevails at a peculiar point of time. It embodies the desires, believes, values 

and convoluted emotions of society which is a driving force of society. On the other hand, 

Constitutional morality depicts the legally ingrained believes or constitution values of a state. 

The term ‘democracy’ has been well defined as the government of the people, by the people 

and for the people, expects prevalence of legitimate orderliness, positive propriety, dedicated 

discipline and sanguine sanctity by constant affirmance of constitutional morality which is 

the prime element of good governance.5 The axiom of constitutional morality means to bow 

down to the norms of the Constitution and not to act in a manner which would be arbitrary or 

violative of the rule of law.6 Constitutional morality has a wide scope, and it is not 

circumscribed only to the constitutional provisions literally but it is stretches and includes the 

democratic political process that satisfies both individual and collective interests.7 In the 

Indian Constitution, the term ‘Constitutional Morality’ is not used in any of the articles not 

the said concept has been explained. However, the term ‘morality’ find a place at four places 

in the Indian Constitution which are under Article 19 (2), Article, 19 (4) (Right to Freedom), 

Article 25(1) and Article 26 (Right to Freedom of Religion). 

The author would like to manifest that judgment is said to be unambiguous when it is evenly 

or finely incorporates with the principle or notion of Constitutional morality, Public morality. 

Connecting the aforesaid elements while pronouncing a judgment is one of the arduous tasks 

for the judiciary. There is undeniably a conflict between constitutional morality and public 

morality that has sabotaged the content of judicial pronouncements. 

                                                           
4  H.L.A. Hart "AmericanJurisprudence through English Eyes: The Nightmare and the Noble Dream," in  

Essays on Jurisprudence (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983) p. 127. 
5 Justice K.S.Puttaswamy (Retd) vs Union Of India (2017) 10 SCC. 
6ManojNarula vs Union Of India, (2014) 9 SCC. 
7 What is Constitutional morality ?, Parivarthan, http://iksa.in/gs2/whatisconstitutional- morality/2324/ 
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EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC MORALITY AS A VALID JUSTIFICATION  

The discussion in Naz Foundation vs Govt. of NCT,8 commences with reference to the 

impact that the Maneka Gandhi judgment9had on the revolution of Article 21 of the Indian 

Constitution and fundamental rights in general. In the case of Maneka Gandhi, the Supreme 

Court had acknowledged the interplay between fundamental rights as exemplified in R.C. 

Cooper vs Union of India.10 Taking into consideration the constitutionality of Section 377 of 

the Indian Penal Code, The Delhi High Court was confronted with an argument of the Union 

of India that Indian society is yet to demonstrate readiness or willingness to show greater 

tolerance to practices of homosexuality. It is contended that law cannot run separately from 

society since it only reflects the perception of the society. 

The Court entrained with the concept of ‘personal liberty’ and ‘privacy’ under Article 21 and 

determined that Section 377 denies a person’s dignity and criminalises his or her core identity 

solely on account of his or her sexuality and thus violates Article 21 of the Indian 

Constitution. The Court while arriving at its decision associated the legal analysis at hand to 

the judgment in Gobind vs State of M.P.11, which had held that “fundamental rights explicitly 

guaranteed to a citizen have penumbral zones” and that “fundamental right must be subject to 

the restriction on the basis of compelling public interest”. 

The Gobind test, described as the ‘compelling state interest’ test in Naz Foundation, became 

the touchstone on which the Court drew a distinction between ‘public morality’ and 

‘constitutional morality’. It rejected the Union of India’s argument and held that: 9 

“Enforcement of public morality does not amount to a ‘compelling state interest’ to justify 

the invasion of the zone of privacy of adult homosexuals engaged in consensual sex in private 

without intending to cause harm to each other or others. 

Popular morality or public disapproval of certain acts is not a valid justification for restriction 

of the fundamental rights under Article 21. Popular morality, as distinct from a constitutional 

morality derived from constitutional values, is based on shifting and subjective notions of 

right and wrong. If there is any ‘morality’ that can pass the test of compelling state interest, it 

must be ‘constitutional’ morality and not public morality.”   

                                                           
8 (2009) 160 DLT 277. 
9Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India, (1978) 1 SCC 248. 
10 (1970) 1 SCC 248. 
11 (1975) 2 SCC 148. 
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The outright elimination of ‘public morality’ on the ground that it is based on shifting and 

subjective norms of right and wrong is the most symbolic part of the judgment, as it marks a 

disparity from the prior line of reasoning on the importance of public morality.  

 

A STEP TO TRANSFORMATIVE CONSTITUTIONALISM  

Transformative constitutionalism means using the law to effect comprehensive social change 

through a non-violent political means.12 The term ‘transformative constitutionalism’ was 

coined by Karl Klare, an American academic, wherein he described as ‘a long term project of 

constitutional enactment, interpretation and enforcement committed to transforming a 

country’s political and social institutions and power relationships in a democratic, 

participatory and egalitarian direction’13. The Judiciary is still at its highest platform of trust 

and in order to keep accord to its position, it needs to assume a more assertive role via 

transformative constitutionalism than that in ordinary traditional contexts. The doctrine of 

separation of powers is very rigid, the Indian Constitution has sufficiently differentiated it to 

the three organs.  Article 154 (1) of the Indian Constitution states that 'The executive power of 

the Union shall be vested in the President and executive power of the state shall be vested in 

Governor'. One of the major drawbacks is that there is no express provision with regard to 

legislative and judicial powers. But in practice, it's established that the executive exercises the 

powers of the judiciary in the appointment of judges. Moreover the legislative exercises 

judicial function with regard to the removal of the president under Article 56 of the 

Constitution. 

In Shakti Vahini v. Union of India14, the court held that ‘Right to Choose Life Partner Is a 

Fundamental Right, Consent of Family, Community are not essential for Marriage between 

two Adults’. The Court also struck down social limitations against marital unions through 

khap panchayats and held that if it is prohibited in law, the law shall take note of it when the 

courts are approached, and no one has the authority to take the law into own hands. Thus, 

Judiciary demonstrated the manner in which it can act as a catalyst for transformative 

Constitutionalism. 

                                                           
12PhephelaphiDube, “Transformative constitutionalism demands government takes action” https:// projectrise. 

news24. com/ phephelaphi-dube-transformative- constitutionalism-demands-government-takes-action/ 
13 Karl Klare, “Legal Culture and Transformative Constitutionalism”, 14 S. Afr. J. Hum. Rts. 146, 150 
14 (2018) 7 SCC 192. 
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In Joseph Shine v. Union of India15, the Supreme Court held Section 497 of IPC and 

Section198 (2) of CrPC to be violative of Articles 14, 15(1) and 21 and therefore 

unconstitutional. The Supreme Court struck down Section 497, IPC that criminalised adultery 

for man in case of absence of consent but not for woman. This archaic law was struck down 

as it was held to be discriminatory, arbitrary and violative of a woman's dignity and agency16. 

In the case of State of Maharashtra &Anr. vs Indian Hotel & Restaurants Assn. & others 

etc.17the Supreme Court held struck down a condition by which dance bars could not be 

within the radius of one km from an educational institution or a religious place as 

unreasonable. 

In KesavanandaBharati Vs Union of India,18 the court has clearly defined the amending 

power. It was held that any amendment tampering the essential features will be struck down 

as unconstitutional.   

Justice Indu Malhotra in her minority opinion in Indian Young Lawyers Association vs State 

of Kerala &Ors19stated that the concept of Constitutional Morality refers to the moral values 

underpinning the text of the constitution, which are instructive in ascertaining the true 

meaning of the Constitution and achieve the objects contemplated therein. Constitutional 

Morality in a pluralistic society and secular polity would reflect that the followers of various 

sects have the freedom to practise their faith in accordance with the tenets of their religion. It 

is irrelevant whether the practise is rational or logical. Notions of rationality cannot be 

invoked in matters of religion by courts.  

Hon’ble Justice Chandrachaud observed that ‘Constitutional morality must have a value of 

permanence which is not subject to the fleeting fancies of every time and age. If the vision 

which the founders of the Constitution adopted has to survive, constitutional morality must 

have a content which is firmly rooted in the fundamental postulates of human liberty, 

equality, fraternity and dignity. These are the means to secure justice in all its dimensions to 

the individual citizen. Once these postulates are accepted, the necessary consequence is that 

the freedom of religion and, likewise, the freedom to manage the affairs of a religious 

denomination is subject to and must yield to these fundamental notions of constitutional 

                                                           
15 2018 SCC OnLine SC 1676. 
16 See Sowmithri Vishnu v. Union of India But also Rupesh v. Charandas,2018 SCC OnLineBom 6292. 
17AIR 2013 SC 2582 
18(1973) 4 SCC 225 
192018 ( 4 ) KLT 373 
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morality. In the public law conversations between religion and morality, it is the overarching 

sense of constitutional morality which has to prevail’. 

 

CONCLUSION  

The duty of the courts is to adjudge the validity of the law on well-established principles, 

namely, legislative competence or violations of fundamental rights or any other constitutional 

provisions. The judiciary should be independent and neutral in taking the right decisions to 

protect the rights and liberties of the people. Judicial activism may be good for the protecting 

the fundamental rights and interest of the citizens but extreme activism would lead to the 

overreach of judicial powers which would eventually lead to misuse of power by the judges 

to take arbitrary and hasty decisions against the rule of law. The concept of constitutional 

morality and public morality are closely connected. Constitutional morality has its certain 

roots in public morality, which can be witnessed in the history of our constitution wherein we 

will come across the notion that constitution is the will of the people. Hence, Constitutional 

morality and other subordinate law cannot go against the interest of the general public. 

Although the Constitution of India guarantees certain basic fundamental rights essential for 

human existence, the courts earlier used to go by the strict interpretation of constitutional law. 

However, in the present era the trend is shifting, instead of ‘strict interpretation’ the courts 

are interpreting in a liberal manner considering all the factors with a positive and pragmatic 

approach towards goals of constitutional morality.  

The source of understanding the concept of Constitutional Morality could be by the text of 

the constitution, Constitution Assembly debates and history of events that have taken place 

during the framing of the Indian Constitution and post scenario. In the absence of this 

concrete study and consensus is reached on this significant concept, there is still a danger of 

popular morality being interpreted as Constitutional morality. Hence, it is suggested that, as 

judiciary plays a pivotal role given the prominence of the law and its constitutional mandate 

to interpret and enforce fundamental rights, the judges in the context of transformative 

constitutionalism must be more pro-active in realizing the purpose of constitution through 

pragmatic approach and at the same time equilibrium needs to be maintained between 

constitutional morality and public morality. The transformation must come in the society 

from within it will be readily acceptable rather than one through legal reign. Judiciary must 

utmost try not to overreach its sphere by judicial adventurism merely by promoting political 
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agenda. They must build faith among the general public that constitutional morality is being 

given preference over social morality for the sole purpose of upliftment of society for the 

protection of right to equality, freedom from discrimination and not as an encroachment on 

one’s personal laws.   

The author would like to conclude by stating that there are different meanings of morality and 

on the different strands of constitutional morality, it is of the author’s view that wherever the 

word morality occurs or used in Part III of the Indian Constitution, it must be taken to mean 

the morality of the constitution. Furthermore, Constitutional Morality and other subordinate 

law cannot go against the interest of the general public. It should consider larger public 

interest and safety first. The author would like to suggest that whenever there arises a conflict 

between constitutional morality and public morality before the court of law, it has to go for a 

plebiscite demanding the people to cast their vote or opinion on the said matter.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


